
World War One

Welcome back!

Within this newsletter you will find information about what your child will be learning between now and the half term break. All

of the objectives are taken from the National Curriculum and they will be brought to life through our wider theme of World

War One. Children are more likely make accelerated progress when school-based learning is enhanced at home and we love to

see, and hear about, all of the exciting things they have been doing with you and your wider family.

We hope you find this information useful. If you have any questions, please feel free to speak to your child’s class teacher or

Mr. Jones (Senior Leader).

We hope you and your child have a great half term!

Miss Allan and Mrs Finnigan

The school day beings 

at 8:40am and finishes 

at 3:15pm. 

Your child should wear an appropriate PE kit on their

PE day. Please bear in mind that the session may be

outdoors so jogging bottoms would be appropriate on

colder days.

Don’t forget- jewellery is not allowed. If your child

has their ears pierced, they must either be removed

on PE days or you must sign a waiver giving

permission for them to participate. Without this they

will be unable to take part.

Submarines PE –Thursday

Galleons swimming -Thursday

Key Dates

World War One



Key Stage Two

Autumn 1

English
Year Five

Speaking and Listening

The children will learn to:

•Ask relevant questions to extend their understanding and 

build vocabulary and knowledge;

•Articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions –give 

well-structured descriptions and explanations;

•Maintain attention and participate actively in collaborative 

conversations, staying on topic and initiating and responding 

to comments;

•Use spoken language to develop understanding through 

speculating, hypothesising, imagining and exploring ideas;

•Speak audibly and fluently with an increasing command of 

Standard English;

•Participate in discussions, presentations, performances and 

debates;

•Gain, maintain and monitor the interest of the listener(s);

Consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and 

build on the contributions of others

Literacy Units of Work

The children will be exploring

narrative using the following texts:

Stay Where You Are and Then Leave

Word Read/Comprehension:

•Reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a 

range of purposes;

•Reading aloud to children should include whole books so that they 

meet books and authors that they might not choose to read 

themselves;

•Identifying and discussing themes and conventions in and across a 

wide range of writing;

•Making comparisons within and across books;

Writing

The children will learn to:

•Identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form and using 

other similar writing as models for their own;

•Noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where necessary;

•In writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and settings in what they 

have read, listened to or seen performed;

•In narratives, describing settings, characters and atmosphere and integrating dialogue to convey 

character and advance the action;

•Assessing the effectiveness of their own and others’ writing

Performing their own compositions, using appropriate intonation, volume, and movement so that 

meaning is clear

•Checking the book makes sense to them, discussing their understanding and exploring the 

meaning of words in context;

•Ask questions to improve their understanding;

•Draw inferences such as inferring characters' feelings, thoughts and motives from their actions, 

and justifying inferences with evidence;

•Predicting what might happen from details stated and implied;

•Summarising the main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph, identifying key details that 

support the main ideas;

•Identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to meaning;

•Discuss and evaluate how authors use language, including figurative language, considering the 

impact on the reader;

•Participate in discussions about books that are read to them and those they can read for 

themselves, building on their own and others’ ideas and challenging views courteously;

•Explain and discuss their understanding of what they have read, including through formal 

presentations and debates, maintaining a focus on the topic and using notes where necessary;

Provide reasoned justifications for their views.



Number –Addition and Subtraction with Numbers 

with More than 4 Digits

The children will learn to:

• Add and subtract whole numbers with more than 4 digits, 

including using formal written methods (columnar 

addition and subtraction)

• Add and subtract numbers mentally with increasingly 

large numbers

• Use rounding to check answers to calculations and 

determine, in the context of a problem, levels of accuracy

• Solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in 

contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use 

and why.

Maths Units of Work

Week 1-3

Number – Place Value up to 1,000,000

Weeks 4-5

Number - Addition and Subtraction with Numbers 

with More than 4 Digits

Week 5-8

Statistics – Line Graphs and Tables

Maths

Key Stage Two

Autumn 1

Year Five

Statistics – Line Graphs and Tables

The children will learn to:

• Solve comparison, sum and difference problems using 

information presented in a line graph

• Complete, read and interpret information in tables, 

including timetables.

Number - Place Value to 1,000,000

The children will learn to:

• Read, write, order and compare numbers to at least 1 000 000 

and determine the value of each digit

• Count forwards or backwards in steps of powers of 10 for any 

given number up to 1 000 000

• Interpret negative numbers in context, count forwards and 

backwards with positive and negative whole numbers, including 

through zero

• Round any number up to 1 000 000 to the nearest 10, 100, 1000, 

10 000 and 100 000

• Solve number problems and practical problems that involve all of 

the above

• Read Roman numerals to 1000 (M) and recognise years written 

in Roman numerals



Year 5

Key Stage Two

Autumn One

Science

Properties and Changes of Materials

Can we change materials?

• Compare and group together everyday materials on the basis 

of properties (e.g. their hardness, solubility, transparency, 

conductivity (electrical/thermal) and response to magnets

• Know that some materials will dissolve in liquid to form a solution, 

and describe how to recover a substance from a solution

• Use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide how mixtures 

might be separated, including through filtering, sieving and 

evaporating

• Give reasons, based on evidence from comparative and fair tests, 

for the particular uses of everyday materials, including metals, wood 

and plastic

• Demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and changes of state are 

reversible changes

• Explain that some changes result in the formation of new materials, 

and that this kind of change is not usually reversible, including 

changes associated with burning and the action of acid on 

bicarbonate of soda

Explaining Science

 Use complex words

 Use science model to describe/explain

 Draw & annotate diagrams

Designing Experiments

 Select suitable equipment (scale)

 Plan fair test (all variables)

 Collect sufficient repeat readings (>5)



History

Children will learn about:

•A study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends pupils’ 

chronological knowledge beyond 1066

•Chronological Knowledge/Understanding

•Continue to develop chronologically secure knowledge of history

•Establish clear narratives within the period studied (1914-18)

•Note connections, contrasts and trends over time

•Historical Terms

•Develop the appropriate use of historical terms

•Historical Enquiry- Using Evidence/Communicating Ideas

•Regularly address and sometimes devise historically valid questions

•Understand how knowledge of the past is constructed from a range 

of sources

•Construct informed responses by selecting and organising relevant 

historical information

Geography

Locational Knowledge

• Locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on Europe (including 

the location of Russia)

• Locate the countries involved in WWI and explore why they forged 

alliances based on their geographical position.

Geographical Skills and

Fieldwork

• Classifications & Keys

• Mapping, graphing and data presentation

• Four and six-figure grid references

Using Maps

• Compare maps with aerial photographs

• Select a map for a specific purpose

• Begin to use atlases to find out other information (e.g. temperature)

• Find and recognise places on maps of different scales

• Use 8 figure compasses, begin to use 6 figure grid references.

Year 5

Key Stage Two

Autumn One

History & 

Geography

Continuity and Change in and between periods

•Describe / make links between main events, situations and changes 

within and across different periods/societies

Cause and Consequence

•Identify and give reasons for, results of, historical events, situations, 

changes

Significance of Events and People

•Identify historically significant people and events in situations



Art and Design

Painting: Colour

In Flanders Fields

Create sketch books to record their observations; improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing with a range of materials; improve their mastery of art and design techniques, 

including painting with a range of materials; improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including sculpture with a range of materials; learn about great artists, architects and designers in history

 Explore and discuss the work of WWI artists

 Recreate artwork in the style of Paul Nash

 Understand the power and use of propaganda art

 Understand how dazzle camouflage was used in WWI

 Create an artwork inspired by the poem ‘In Flanders Fields’

Exploring and Developing Ideas

 Select and record from first hand observation, experience and imagination, and explore ideas for different purposes

 Question and make thoughtful observations about starting points and select ideas to use in their work.

 Ask and answer questions about different artworks.

Evaluating and Developing Work

 Compare ideas, methods and approaches in their own and others’ work and say what they think and feel about them;

 Adapt their own work according to their views and describe how they might develop it further.

Artists through history

 Learn about the war experiences and viewpoints of the artist Paul Nash.

 Create artwork based on the style of Paul Nash

Contribution to Culture, History and Wealth of Our Nation

 Understand why the government commissioned official war artists. 

 Understand what dazzle camouflage was and how it was intended to work.

 Explain the positive impact dazzle camouflage had on the war effort.

 Understand how the poppy came to be an international symbol of remembrance.

Art to Discuss

World War 1 Art

 An Aircraft Assembly Shop by Anna Airy, 

1918

 Women Operators by George Reed, 1917

 Tanks by Muirhead Bone, 1918

 Unidentified Pilot by Eric Kennington, 1917

 Crashed Aeroplane by John Singer, 1918

 An Advanced Dressing Station by Henry 

Tonks, 1918

 An Observer by Edward Handley-Read, 1915

 An Incident on the Wester Front by Louis 

Weirter, 1918

 The Harvest of Battle by Christopher R.W. 

Nevison, 1918

 Armistice Night, Trafalgar Square by George 

F. Carline

 The Captive by Colin Gill, 1918

Gassed by John Singer Sargent, 1919



Computing

Interactive Adventures CS

• Collect, organise and present data and information in digital content.

• Create digital content to achieve a given goal through combining software 

packages and internet services to communicate with a wider audience.

• Design solutions (algorithms) that use repetition and two-way selection i.e. if, 

then and else.

• Use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of programs.

• Find and correct simple semantic errors i.e. debugging, in programs.

Strong Passwords

• Learn how to create secure passwords in order to protect their private 

information

and accounts online.

French

Salut Gustave!

• Greetings and personal information

• Talking about sisters and brothers

• Saying what people have and have not using 3rd person avoir

• Saying what people are like using 3rd person etre including negatives

• Nouns

• Adjectives/agreement

• Gender

• Subject pronouns

• Irregular verb- avoir/ etre

• negatives

PE: Submarines

Invasion Games (Tag Rugby)

• Attack

• Defend

• Spatial Awareness

• Throwing

• Catching

• Running

• Jumping

• Foot work

Swimming: Galleons


